'U' tun Accumulator
a new Design Concept

U Turn Accumulator - a New Design Concept
continued from page C22

author's long association with them in providing designs for
their refrigeration systems, he suggested the use of this PHE
accumulator combination for their chilled water requirement
of 3 °C. This design has been used in India for the first time, and
has been working satisfactorily for over a year.

Advantages

The major advantages of this design to the system designer,
installer and end user, as per the information provided by the
manufacturer, can be summarized as follows:
1. Fully functional module comprising of a heat exchanger
and accumulator from one supplier, eliminating
uncertainties.
2. The entire assembly of PHE and U turn accumulator is
a factory fitted equipment, duly pressure tested.
3. U turn accumulator is designed for 60% re-entrainment
veloc ity with droplet size of 150 microns, which
ensures that liquid droplets do not get carried to the
compressor, thus prolonging compressor life with
reduced maintenance. PHE can run effectively as per
its design. The selection software ensures minimum
pressure drop.
4. U turn accumulator is aligned along the length of PHE
carrying bar, and does not require extra space.
5. Since there is no extra piping between PHE and
accumulator and with short ammonia liquid column
and wet return leg, it ensures lower pressure drop and
leads to higher efficiency, higher COP and lower power
consumption.
6. The U turn accumulator is sized for efficient separation
of liquid and vapour by agglomeration, centrifugal
force and surface tension along with gravity separation.
7. The design is compact in size with reduced hold up
volume; as such, very low ammonia charge is required
compared to the conventional accumulator design,
which makes the system safer.
8. U turn accumulator, being compact in size:requires
small skid s and can be accommodated in a lower
height, which is a big advantage as many installations
have limited or no space available above the chiller.
9. The combined assembly of PHE and accumulator is in
one piece and is self supported on three point support
(U turn accumulator is entirely supported by PHE), and
no external skid or structure is required.
10. PHE can be opened for cleaning/ servicing without
disturbing the U turn accumulator.
11. U turn can be designed for extra capacity (capacity
expansion).

Conclusion

With these significant benefits, the design is gaining
popularity, and within a short span many installations have been
commissioned and several more are under execution. Some
examples are Sakas Milk Products in Maharashtra, Dairy Fun Ice
Creams in Delhi and Hindustan Coca-Cola in U.P.
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